
Essentials for Running a Winning Field Program Tipsheet

Planning Out Field - Establishing Goals & Strategies
To run a smart and winning field program, you need a strategy. We never have enough time, money,
or energy, so we need to be strategic in how we use limited time, money, and resources. Thatʼs where
your field plan comes in. Your field plan lays out what you will do when you will do it, and how you
will do it.

Your field plan should be a living document, so your team should adjust and adapt based on what is
happening in your race and the understanding you gain over time. Overall your field plan should set
the context for your race, make clear what you are trying to accomplish, document your plan to get
there, and how you will measure your success.

In starting your field plan, think of the campaign in phases—launch, persuasion, and GOTV. When we
are reaching voters, the conversations and how we engage people o�en follow those phases and
mirror the “passes” your campaign does.

● Launch: When you are starting the campaign and beginning to canvass or phonebank, many
of the conversations are focused on “introducing” yourself or your candidate. These
conversations o�en include information about who the candidate is, why are they running,
and issues that are important to them.

● Persuasion: A�er completing the first pass of your universe, or group of targeted voters, a
best practice is to follow up with voters who are either undecided around a candidate, or
undecided if they are going to vote.

● GOTV: When election day is near, conversations with voters should focus around mobilizing
people who support you to go to the polls.

When running an effective field program, itʼs important to connect with voters more than once
prior to election day. If we talk to a voter once in August, will they remember to vote in November?

A�er assessing the landscape, organizing opportunities, and the number of voters you need to win, a
best practice is to aim to reach voters in your targeted universe twice or three times, o�en referred to
as “passes” through your universe.

● Pass 1: Introduction, introducing the candidate and starting to identify voters and supporters.
● Pass 2: Persuasion, circling back to voters who were previously not home or have been
identified as undecided voters who need more of a persuasion conversation.
● Pass 3: GOTV, mobilizing identified voters to the polls.

However, your campaign can utilize different tactics to reach people several times or follow up with
voters, such as a phone banks specifically targeting voters who were not home or mailers to
undecided voters. If your goal is to reach people at least twice, how many doors, phones, or
mailboxes does that mean?



The field planning process is about assessing data, setting priorities, making long-term planning
decisions, and how your team will work together while following a managed timeline. So in planning
your field operation, establish what your goals are, and then work backward from election day.

While this number may be intimidating, donʼt worry! Think about how you can expand your volunteer
base throughout the campaign and how you can, hyper-targeting specific sections of your universe to
better reach your goals.

People Powered Field

People are essential to running a winning field program.

While utilizing volunteers is always the best practice, there are additional ways to bolster your
campaignʼs outreach.

● Paid Field Approach: field programs that include paid canvassers or phone bankers who
specifically focus on reaching voters for a campaign.

● Volunteer-Based Field Approach: field programs that rely solely on volunteers to knock on
doors, call voters, and support the campaign.

● Blended Approach: field programs that have both paid canvassers and volunteers.

Paid Field

Bringing paid canvassers and phone bankers on a campaign can provide needed support in
expanding how many voters are reached each day. With a paid field operation, your campaign can
establish set goals for each phonebank or canvass as well as regular outreach shi�s. Additionally,
your campaign can spend a long time training the phone bankers or canvassers, fostering more
productive conversations.

Volunteer Based Field

When running for office or running a campaign, we rely heavily on volunteers — volunteers help us
knock on doors, call voters, and help expand our campaign's reach.

Successful volunteer programs all have one thing in common- asking everyone and pulling in
volunteers from several sources. Volunteers help us reach our goals and bring enthusiasm and
excitement to the campaign. However, recruiting volunteers is consistently one of the top identified
challenges that first-time candidates face on the campaign trail. Remember, there is a role for
everyone to volunteer for a campaign- from canvassers, phone bankers, text bankers, or even snack
captains.

Additional Volunteer Resources:

● Creating a Thriving Volunteer Program
● Volunteer Recruitment Checklist, Scripting, and Workflow



Blended Field

Blended field programs can be practical, from both a budgeting perspective and in accomplishing
your goals. While blended field programs will look different from campaign to campaign, here are a
few examples and best practices of how you can best set up a blended field program:

● Weekdays vs. Weekends:
○ Your campaign brings on a small team, one to five canvassers, who focus on voter

outreach on the weekdays. While your team and a few dedicated volunteers may join
them in the field, they are the main force behind voter engagement throughout the

week, ensuring that your campaign is achieving the amount of outreach needed.
○ Your campaign then focuses on volunteer recruitment to focus on weekends, working

towards building out large days of phone banking or canvassing. This creates a sense
of excitement and establishes a larger operation as volunteers are funneled to specific
times.

● Regionally:
○ Your campaign brings on a paid canvasser to reach a specific region of the district.

This could be an area where there is a significantly large amount of voters, or the
landscape of the region is more difficult or more time-consuming to reach.

○ Your campaign then focuses volunteers on areas that are more volunteer friendly, or
have a denser population.

● Timeline:
○ Your campaign brings on paid canvassers or phone bankers during GOTV to ensure that

you are reaching as many voters in your universe as possible before ballots are cast.
While we love volunteers, additional support that is more structured and reliable than
volunteers can be helpful leading into election day.

Impactful Field
While reaching out to voters is the main goal, there are several best practices that campaigns can
intentionally utilize to ensure the field program is both effective and efficient.

Intentional scripting and data capturing are key in creating an impactful field. How we
communicate with voters matters both for your internal campaign purposes, and externally in
mobilizing voters.

A�er talking with a voter about the issues and your campaign platform, we recommend specifically
asking each voter “Can I count on your vote?” “Can I count on your vote for the candidate name?” or
“Can I count on your vote this November?” Each of these hard asks fosters a more direct response,
which can then guide your data capturing and next campaign stages.



While using your voter files to talk to voters, a best practice is to script out your hard ask, but capture
peopleʼs responses in a one through five answers:

1. Strong Support
2. Likely Support
3. Undecided
4. Likely Oppose
5. Strong Oppose

From there, you can better filter and target your universe. For example, instead of three full passes
through the universe, your campaign can do one full pass at the beginning, a second pass of
undecided voters and people previously not home, and then a third GOTV pass. Other potential
options are using your data to send an additional mailer to likely supporters and undecided
supporters, and removing your opposing voters to better use your time.

Creating a safe environment for volunteers will help retain the people your team has recruited and
allow volunteers to feel more comfortable in supporting the campaign. To help volunteers feel
comfortable, set time aside at the beginning and end of a shi� for volunteers to receive training and
debrief a�er a volunteer shi�.

● Training: When volunteers feel well prepared to talk to voters, they are more at ease and more
likely to continue volunteering. Talking to volunteers through the script step-by-step, showing
them how to navigate the platform you are using, and encouraging them to role play the
conversation are all ways to help volunteers prepare to talk to voters. For many people,
speaking to a stranger on behalf of a campaign can feel intimidating, so taking the time at the
beginning can make a significant difference in a volunteerʼs experience.

● Debriefing is a critical component that is o�en missed by campaigns. When shi�s are done,
make space for volunteers to talk about their experiences. By asking folks to meet back a�er

volunteering and asking them how things went, you not only get to hear what voters are saying,
but it makes people feel like you value their time and experience. Making space for volunteers

to debrief creates a sense of teamwork and appreciation for what they are doing.

Finally, adding a personal note, whether pre-printed or written in the moment, to the literature
your campaign leaves when a voter is not home is another great way to increase the impact your field
program is having on the community. While leaving the literature is important, adding a note leaves a
more personal connection than just paper in a door. These notes should absolutely be from the
candidate, however, we also recommend canvassers leave notes too. This creates the idea that you or
your candidate has dropped by everyoneʼs house, so the personal touch to voters is not just the 50
doors the candidate knocked, on but the 300 doors the team knocked on.


